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The Bain Women Accelerate (BWA) journey introduces consulting through a fun, 

interactive and supportive programme to high potential women

Mission

Who 

participates?

Results

• The Bain Women Accelerate (BWA) journey is an innovative, sought-after programme to identify and recruit 

high-potential, diverse female students across South Africa

• Bain identified an opportunity to empower young women, particularly women of colour, with an introduction to 

management consulting, business strategy and case interview skills - opening the journey to a prestigious 

consulting career at a top global firm

• The BWA participants have the opportunity to network with fellow students from various universities as 

well as connect and engage with Wonder Women at Bain

• The BWA journey highlights Bain’s inclusive, diverse and supportive culture by sharing advice and insights as 

many young women are often concerned about:
– Navigating their future career path as women

– Choosing the career path that is right for them

– Potential exposure to sexism and other forms of discrimination when entering the world of work

• Women from various backgrounds (all degrees and disciplines), are invited to apply from 2nd year onwards,

across all national universities

• Bain hosts a select group of high potential women (targeting >70% employment equity), from various

disciplines and universities

• This resulted in a 100% Net Promoter Score, which meant all participants strongly rated the programme and 

would highly recommend it to a friend

• BWA proved to be an exceptional feeder into our AC Internship, with 75% of AC interns selected through the 

BWA journey. This resulted in an all female AC Internship in 2021 (achieving 75% EE)!

• This talent innovation champions Bain’s commitment to attracting, supporting and recruiting high potential 

diverse female talent in a repeatable and scalable journey
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The BWA journey | Champions Women at Bain’s vision by identifying and 

empowering the best young, female business talent in South Africa

What we need to deliver

True parity and 

equal access to 

success

Culture of 

diversity and 

inclusion

Flexibility and 

support of the 

individual

External thought 

leadership and 

voice

Women at Bain vision: Enable delivery of outstanding client results by making Bain the ideal long-term career for the 

best female business talent in the world

Demonstrating innovative 

recruiting of high potential 

female talent

Displaying local female 

leaders to young women, 

and providing a path to a 

prestigious career

Providing an 

understanding of 

Bain’s inclusive 

culture
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The BWA journey | Supports high potential female talent in an interactive and 

supportive journey from application to full time offer over one year 

More detail on slide 5

Business Case 

Masterclass 

(Beginner)

4

Business Case 

Masterclass 

(Intermediate)

5

Mock Case 

Interview 

Support

6

Case Interview 

Process

7

Bain Women 

Accelerate Day 

Programme
Screening & 

selection

2

Advertising of Bain 

Women Accelerate

1 July 2020

Full time AC 

position offer

10 July 2021

3
October 2020

Associate 

Consultant 

Internship (3 – 4 

weeks)

9
June/July 2021

Supported by assigned Bain Buddy

Associate 

Consultant 

Intern Offer

8
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Key elements of BWA journey is the BWA Day Programme followed by a supportive 

case preparation stage – leading to a coveted internship and full time offer

The Bain Women Accelerate Day Programme was run virtually in a fun and engaging manner

Welcome 

Introductions between  

Bain Wonder Women and 

candidates (Gen Z 

Wonder Women)

Intro to Bain and 

Company 

Introduction to Bain, our culture, 

and our Diversity, Equity and 

Inclusion point of view

Strategy 

Masterclass and Game

Masterclass in Bain’s 

approach to strategy, applied 

to a fun and interactive game

Dinner

Opportunity to 

network, have fun, 

and learn about 

applying to Bain

Bain & Company’s AC virtual internship ran for 3 weeks (voted Best Work Experience - SAGEA 2017)

Intro to the Bain 

toolkit

World class training by 

Bain Partners and 

Consultants

Working with a Client and Case Team

Apply the training by answering a key business question on an active case with a Bain team

Final 

presentation

Present on 

internship work 

experience 

Fun Bain team building and connectedness events

Networking

P R O V I D E S  A  W O R L D  C L A S S  I N T R O  T O  K E Y  C O N S U L T I N G  C O N C E P T S

3

9

Note: 2021 AC Internship was run virtually with the same content as in previous years 

Thriving

Discussion on Thriving 

in the new world of 

work with Senior 

Wonder Woman
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Results | The journey was an overwhelming success, with unanimously positive 

feedback, leading to a strong diverse, female 2022 recruit class

The BWA Day Programme was highly successful, 

with 100% NPS

Q: How likely are you to recommend the day programme to a 

friend or colleague ? [0-10] 

The AC internship  lauded similarly by 

participants

Promoters

“Incredibly supportive culture combined with doing 

work that makes a very big difference.” 

Note: Net Promoter®, NPS®, and the NPS-related emoticons are registered service marks, and Net Promoter ScoreSM and Net Promoter SystemSM are service marks, of Bain & Company, Inc., Satmetrix Systems, Inc. and Fred Reichheld

Promoters are participants who ranked the question at 9-10

“[I enjoyed] seeing the passion and enthusiasm [the 

women at Bain] had.”

Results

Comments from 

participants

100%

“Every student in their 20s is terrified of what the future 

holds for them, this experience made us 

enthusiastic about our future and I am very 

grateful.”

70% Employment Equity Participants

Q: How likely are you to recommend the internship to a friend 

or colleague ? [0-10] 

Promoters100%

75% Interns on AC Internship were selected from 

Bain Women Accelerate Day Programme

Promoter

75% Employment Equity interns

“I enjoyed learning about [professional 

development] and growth mindset, really changed 

my perspective on a lot of things.

“[I enjoyed] gaining insight into what being a 

management consultant really involves.” “One learns so much in such a short time period.” 




